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(57) Abstract: A visually sensible indicator of temperature including electronic temperature sensing circuitry sensing at least when a temperature exceeds at least one predetermined temperature threshold and providing at least one corresponding threshold exceedance output which is sensible as heat and a heat-responsive visually sensible display which is responsive to the at least one threshold exceedance output for providing at least one visually sensible indication indicating that the temperature has exceeded the predetermined temperature threshold.
ELECTRONIC QUALITY INDICATOR

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

Reference is hereby made to U.S. Provisional Patent Application 62/189,367 entitled LOW TEMPERATURE EXCEEDANCE QUALITY INDICATOR AND OTHER QUALITY INDICATORS, filed July 7, 2015, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference and priority of which is hereby claimed pursuant to 37 CFR 1.78(a)(4) and (5)(i).

Reference is also made to the following US Patents and Patent Applications, owned by the assignee, the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference:

U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,562,811; 8,091,776; 8,807,422; 8,579,193; 8,540,156; 8,528,808; 8,196,821; 8,950,664; 8,500,014; 8,967,467 and


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to quality indicators and more particularly to electronic quality indicators.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Various types of electronic quality indicators are known in the art.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention seeks to provide an electronic quality indicator for indicating exceedance of low temperature thresholds and other thresholds. There is thus provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a visually sensible indicator of temperature including electronic temperature sensing circuitry sensing at least when a temperature exceeds at least one predetermined temperature threshold and providing at least one corresponding threshold exceedance output which is sensible as heat and a heat-responsive visually sensible display which is responsive to the at least one threshold exceedance output for providing at least one visually sensible indication indicating that the temperature has exceeded the predetermined temperature threshold.

Preferably, the visually sensible indication is machine readable.

Additionally or alternatively, the visually sensible indication is human readable.

Preferably, the visually sensible indication is at least a part of a bar code.

Preferably, the visually sensible indication is rendering a bar code unreadable.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the exceedance of the predetermined temperature threshold is falling below a given temperature.

Additionally or alternatively, the exceedance of the predetermined temperature threshold is rising above a given temperature.

In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the exceedance of one of the at least one predetermined temperature threshold is falling below a given temperature and exceedance of another of the at least one predetermined temperature threshold is rising above a given temperature.

In accordance with a further preferred embodiment of the present invention, the rising above a given temperature is indicated by the heat-responsive visually sensible display independent of an output of the electronic temperature sensing circuitry.
Preferably, the heat-responsive visually sensible display employs a thermochromic material.

Preferably, the electronic temperature sensing circuitry includes a mechanism operative to prevent overheating thereof.

There is further provided in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention a visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter including at least one of temperature, time above or below a given temperature range, humidity and impact, the indicator including electronic sensing circuitry sensing at least when the at least one parameter exceeds a predetermined threshold and providing a threshold exceedance output which is sensible as heat and a heat-responsive visually sensible display which is responsive to the threshold exceedance output for providing a visually sensible indication indicating that the at least one parameter has exceeded the predetermined threshold.

Preferably, the visually sensible indication is machine readable.

Additionally or alternatively, the visually sensible indication is human readable.

Preferably, the visually sensible indication is at least a part of a bar code.

Preferably, the visually sensible indication is rendering a bar code unreadable.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the exceedance of the predetermined threshold is falling below a given temperature.

Additionally or alternatively, the exceedance of the predetermined threshold is rising above a given temperature.

In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the exceedance of one of the at least one predetermined threshold is falling below a given temperature and exceedance of another of the at least one predetermined threshold is rising above a given temperature.

Preferably, the rising above a given temperature is indicated by the heat-responsive visually sensible display independent of an output of the electronic at least one parameter sensing circuitry.

Preferably, the heat-responsive visually sensible display employs a thermochromic material.
Preferably, the electronic sensing circuitry includes a mechanism operative to prevent overheating thereof.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be understood and appreciated more fully from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the drawings in which:

Figs. 1A and 1B are simplified schematic respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator in a first temperature state thereof, constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 2A and 2B are simplified schematic respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator of a type shown in Figs. 1A and 1B in a second temperature state thereof;

Figs. 3A and 3B are simplified schematic respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator in a first temperature state thereof, constructed and operative in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 4A and 4B are simplified schematic respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator of a type shown in Figs. 3A and 3B in a second temperature state thereof;

Figs. 5A and 5B are simplified partially conceptual diagrams of electronic circuitry functionality, useful in a quality indicator of types shown in Figs. 1A - 4B;

Fig. 6 is a circuit diagram showing electronic components useful in a quality indicator of types shown in Figs. 1A - 4B;

Figs. 7A and 7B are simplified respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator constructed and operative in accordance with a further preferred embodiment of the present invention, showing a first state thereof;

Figs. 8A and 8B are simplified respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator of the type shown in Figs. 7A and 7B, showing a second state thereof;
Figs. 9A and 9B are simplified respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator of a type shown in Figs. 7A - 8B, showing a third state thereof; and

Figs. 10A and 10B are simplified respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator of a type shown in Figs. 7A - 9B, showing a fourth state thereof.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Reference is now made to Figs. 1A and IB, which are simplified schematic respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator in a first temperature state thereof, constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

As seen in Figs. 1A and IB, there is provided a quality indicator 100, preferably operating as a visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter, including at least one of temperature, time above or below a given temperature or temperature range, humidity and impact. Quality indicator 100 preferably includes electronic sensing circuitry 102 for sensing at least when the at least one parameter monitored by quality indicator 100 exceeds a predetermined threshold. Upon exceedance of a predetermined threshold by quality indicator 100, electronic sensing circuitry 102 preferably provides a threshold exceedance output sensible as heat. The heat output of electronic circuitry 102 preferably causes an alteration in the visual appearance of quality indicator 100, thereby providing a visual indication of quality indicator 100 having exceeded the predetermined threshold, as will be detailed henceforth.

Here, by way of example, electronic sensing circuitry 102 is shown to include a battery 104 electrically connected to at least one electronic sensing element, here embodied as a sensor 106. Sensing element 106 may be any type of electronic component or routed arrangement of components for electronically sensing exceedance of a predetermined threshold by the at least one parameter monitored by quality indicator 100. By way of example, sensor 106 may be at least one of a heat sensor, humidity sensor and/or impact sensor.

Circuitry 102 preferably includes at least one heat-generating element, here embodied as a heat-generating filament 108, which filament 108 is preferably operative to provide an output indicating exceedance of the at least one threshold, as sensed by sensor 106, which output is sensible as heat. Battery 104, sensor 106 and filament 108 comprising circuitry 102 may be located on a supporting surface of quality indicator 100, such as a printed circuit board (PCB) layer 110. It is appreciated that circuitry 102 is shown in a highly simplified form in Fig. 1A and IB and may include additional and/or alternative electronic components. Further details concerning possible
configurations of circuitry 102 will be provided henceforth with reference to Figs. 5A - 6.

Quality indicator 100 further preferably includes a heat-responsive visually sensible display 120, responsive to the threshold exceedance output of filament 108 of circuitry 102. Heat-responsive visually sensible display 120 preferably employs a thermochromic material 122, such as a thermal paper 122, located in close proximity to filament 108, such that an appearance of thermal paper 122 is modified upon filament 108 becoming hot, following exceedance of the threshold as sensed by sensor circuitry 102. The change in appearance of thermal paper 122 thus provides a visually sensible indication of exceedance of a predetermined threshold by the at least one monitored parameter.

Here, by way of example, the change in appearance of thermochromic material 122 may be viewed by a user of quality indicator 100 through a transparent window 124 formed in an exterior upper surface 126 of quality indicator 100. An appearance of transparent window 124 may thus be interpreted by a user of quality indicator 100 as indicative of whether quality indicator 100 has exceeded a predetermined threshold. Alternatively, thermal paper 122 may itself form an upper surface of quality indicator 100, such that the change in appearance of thermal paper 122 may be directly viewable by a user. In this case, additional upper surface 126 including transparent window 124 may be obviated.

The modification of thermal paper 122 upon heating thereof is preferably irreversible, such that window 124 continues to appear colored following exceedance of a predetermined threshold as sensed and indicated by circuitry 102, independent of the present conditions to which quality indicator is subject. As a result, quality indicator 100 provides a visually sensible indication of possible exposure to unacceptable conditions in the history of quality indicator 100, irrespective of the present state of the quality indicator.

The operation of quality indicator 100 will now be exemplified and further detailed with reference to Figs. 1A - 2B, with reference to which quality indicator 100 is described as operating as a visually sensible indicator of temperature. However, it is appreciated that the following description also applies to the operation of quality indicator 100 as a visually sensible indicator of parameters other than
temperature, such as time or cumulative time above or below a given temperature or temperature range, humidity and/or impact, with appropriate modifications as will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art.

Referring now to Figs. 1A and 1B, quality indicator 100 is seen to be in a first temperature state, at a temperature T above a threshold temperature Threshold. In this embodiment of quality indicator 100, quality indicator 100 is preferably operative as a low-temperature indicator, for indicating exceedance of a low-temperature threshold either by the environment within which quality indicator 100 is located or by a temperature-sensitive item to which quality indicator 100 may be affixed. Such items may include, by way of example, chemical or biological materials, food products and vaccines.

It is appreciated that quality indicator 100 may alternatively operate as a high-temperature indicator for indicating exceedance of a high-temperature threshold, or as a ‘time and temperature’ indicator, for indicating exceedance of a high or low temperature threshold or temperature range for a cumulative predetermined threshold period of time.

Electronic sensing circuitry 102 is here preferably operative as electronic temperature sensing circuitry, for sensing when the temperature of quality indicator 100 exceeds a predetermined temperature threshold, and more particularly when the temperature of quality indicator 100 falls below a predetermined temperature. For this purpose, sensor 106 operates a temperature sensor which may be set to any desired low temperature threshold such as, by way of example, 2°C. Sensor 106 is preferably operative to prevent current flow through filament 108 at temperatures above Threshold and to allow current flow through filament 108 at temperatures less than or equal to T_{\text{Threshold}}. Sensor 106 may be embodied, by way of example, as a positive temperature coefficient (PTC) thermistor, the resistance of which changes with falling temperature, examples of which are well known in the art.

In the first temperature state of quality indicator 100 illustrated in Figs. 1A and 1B, wherein quality indicator 100 is at a temperature T > T_{\text{Threshold}}, current flow through electronic temperature sensor circuitry 102 is prevented, such that filament 108 is not heated. Thermal paper 122, located abutting filament 108 and viewable through window 124, is therefore not heated by filament 108 and thus retains its original
appearance. By way of example, thermal paper 122 may be white when in an un-heated state. Window 124, backed by thermal paper 122, thus appears to be white or blank when quality indicator 100 is at a temperature above the low-temperature threshold, as seen most clearly in Fig. 1B. Window 124 in combination with thermal paper 122 thus provides a human-readable visually sensible indication of quality indicator 100 being at a temperature above the low-temperature threshold.

Upon quality indicator 100 falling to a temperature below Threshold, as seen in Figs. 2A and 2B, the exceedance of the low temperature threshold is preferably sensed by electronic sensor circuit 102, which electronic sensor circuit 102 responsively allows current to flow to filament 108. By way of example, the resistance of sensor 106 may decrease upon temperature T falling below $T_{\text{Threshold}}$, such that current is allowed to flow to filament 108, thereby heating filament 108. It is a particular feature of a preferred embodiment of the present invention that the falling of indicator 100 to below a threshold temperature thereof is output in the form of heat, in this case, by way of the heating of filament 108.

It is appreciated that sensor 106 is preferably of a type to substantially entirely prevent current flowing through circuitry 102 at temperatures above $T_{\text{Threshold}}$ and to permit current to flow through circuitry 102 at temperatures below $T_{\text{Threshold}}$ in a discrete manner. Alternatively, sensor 106 may allow minimal current to flow through circuitry 102 at temperatures above $T_{\text{Threshold}}$, which minimal current is not sufficient to significantly heat filament 108, and to allow increased current to flow through circuitry 102 at temperatures below $T_{\text{Threshold}}$, which increased current is sufficient to significantly heat filament 108.

Upon filament 108 becoming heated, filament 108 in turn heats thermal paper 122, which thermal paper 122 preferably undergoes a change in visual appearance thereupon. Thermal paper 122 may be in direct contact with filament 108 or may be located in sufficiently close proximity to filament 108 so as to be heated thereby. By way of example, as seen most clearly in Fig. 2A, thermal paper 122 may darken upon being heated by filament 108. More particularly, thermal paper 122 may change from white to black upon being heated, although it is appreciated alternative color changes in thermal paper 122 may also be possible.
As best appreciated from consideration of Fig. 2B, window 124, backed by darkened thermal paper 122, thus changes in appearance from blank, as seen in Fig. IB, to dark or opaque when quality indicator 100 falls to a temperature below the low-temperature threshold. Window 124 in combination with thermal paper 122 thus provides a human-readable visually sensible indication of quality indicator 100 having fallen to a temperature below the low-temperature threshold when quality indicator 100 is in the temperature state shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, due to the change in visual appearance thereof.

It is appreciated that the human-readable visually sensible indication of quality indicator 100 having fallen below $T_{\text{threshold}}$ is presented in Figs. 1A - 2B in a highly simplified form, as a single colorable window 124. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the human-readable visually sensible indication may alternatively be embodied in more complex forms, including multiple transparent windows which may change appearance so as to bear a human-readable text message or symbol upon the thermochromic material therebeneath changing color due to heating.

Thus, by way of example, colorable window 124 may be configured as multiple transparent windows in the form of text such as 'TOO COLD'. In the case that upper surface 126 is white, the text will not be visible when quality indicator 100 is at a temperature above the low-temperature threshold, due to the transparent windows being backed by a white surface formed by thermal paper 122 and thus not being visually detectable by a user of quality indicator 100. Upon quality indicator 100 falling to a temperature below the low-temperature threshold and thermal paper 122 being heated by filament 108, thermal paper 122 will change from white to black, thereby forming a black backing for the transparent windows in white surface 126. Consequently, the textual message 'TOO COLD' borne by white surface 126 will become visible and interpretable by a user.

It is further appreciated that the visually sensible indication of quality indicator 100 having fallen to a temperature below $T_{\text{threshold}}$ is not limited to being a human-readable visually sensible indication and may additionally or alternatively be a machine-readable indication, as seen in the case of a quality indicator 300 illustrated in Figs. 3A - 4B.
Quality indicator 300 may generally resemble quality indicator 100 in all relevant aspects thereof, with the exception of the configuration of upper surface 126. Whereas upper surface 126 of quality indicator 100 is illustrated as a generally blank surface, including a single transparent window 124, upper surface 126 of quality indicator 300 is preferably embodied as a barcoded surface, including a machine-readable barcode 302 comprising at least one transparent window, here embodied as a plurality of transparent windows 324. It is appreciated that barcode 302 is not limited to being formed on upper surface 126 and may alternatively be located on other exterior surfaces of quality indicator 300, in accordance with the design requirements thereof.

When quality indicator 300 is at a temperature $T > T_{\text{threshold}}$, as shown in Figs. 3A and 3B, current flow to filament 108 is prevented by electronic sensor circuitry 102, such that filament 108 is not heated. Thermal paper 122, located abutting filament 108, is therefore not heated by filament 108 when quality indicator 300 is in this state and thus retains its original appearance. By way of example, thermal paper 122 may be white when in an un-heated state. Windows 324, backed by thermal paper 122, thus appear to be white or blank when quality indicator 300 is at a temperature above the low-temperature threshold, as seen most clearly in Fig. 3B.

In this state, barcode 302 appears to terminate at a final indicium 326 and windows 324 do not form a part of barcode 302. Barcode 302 is preferably machine-readable by a standard barcode scanner in this state, thereby providing a machine-readable visually sensible indication of quality indicator 300 being at a temperature above the low-temperature threshold. Alternatively, barcode 302 may be unreadable in this state.

Upon quality indicator 300 falling to a temperature below $T_{\text{threshold}}$, as illustrated in Figs. 4A and 4B, the exceedance of the low temperature threshold is preferably sensed by electronic sensor circuitry 102, which circuitry 102 responsively allows current to flow to filament 108. By way of example, the resistance of electric sensor circuitry 102 may change upon temperature $T$ falling below $T_{\text{threshold}}$, such that current is allowed to flow to filament 108, thereby heating filament 108. It is a particular feature of a preferred embodiment of the present invention that the falling of indicator 300 to below a threshold temperature thereof is output in the form of heat, in this case, by way of the heating of filament 108.
Heated filament 108 in turn preferably heats thermal paper 122, which thermal paper 122 preferably undergoes a change in visual appearance thereupon. By way of example, as seen most clearly in Fig. 4A, thermal paper 122 may darken upon being heated by filament 108. More particularly, thermal paper 122 may change from white to black upon being heated. Thermal paper 122 may become substantially entirely black, as illustrated in Fig. 4A. Alternatively, thermal paper 122 may undergo a localized change in visual appearance such as blackening only in a region immediately proximal to filament 108.

As best appreciated from consideration of Fig. 4B, windows 324, backed by darkened thermal paper 122, appear to be black when quality indicator 300 is at a temperature below the low-temperature threshold, the blackened regions visible through windows 324 forming a part of barcode 302, beyond indicium 326. As a result of additional regions being appended to barcode 302, barcode 302 preferably changes from the first state thereof illustrated in Fig. 3B to a second state thereof, illustrated in Fig. 4B. The change in state of barcode 302 may be from a first readable state of Fig. 3B to a second readable state of Fig. 4B, from a first readable state of Fig. 3B to an unreadable state of Fig. 4B or from an unreadable state of Fig. 3B to a readable state of Fig. 4B. The reading of barcode 302 by a conventional barcode scanner thus may provide an indication of possible exceedance of a low-temperature threshold by quality indicator 300.

It is appreciated that barcode 302 may be any type of standard machine-readable barcode, as are well known in the art, such that the reading of barcode 302 by a barcode scanner may be used to indicate possible exposure of quality indicator 300 or an item with which quality indicator 300 is associated to a temperature below the low-temperature threshold.

It will be understood that windows 324 are not limited to being located at a terminus of barcode 302 and may alternatively be positioned at other locations within barcode 302, such as at the start or in middle of barcode 302. It will be further understood that windows 324 are not limited to the particular configuration illustrated herein and may be formed as a variety of shapes and numbers of transparent windows, adapted to form part of a readable barcode or to render a barcode unreadable upon being colored.
Furthermore, it will be understood that upper surface 126 in combination with windows 324 may be configured such that prior to exceedance of a predetermined threshold by indicator 300, upper surface 126 including windows 324 is entirely blank and does not display a barcode. Upon exceedance of the threshold and consequent heating and darkening of thermal paper 122, a readable barcode may become visible as a result of the coloring of windows 324.

Reference is now made to Figs. 5A and 5B, which are simplified partially conceptual diagrams illustrating the functioning of electronic circuitry useful in a quality indicator of types shown in Figs. 1A - 4B.

As seen in Figs. 5A and 5B, there is provided a partially conceptual diagram illustrating the functioning of electronic sensing circuitry 502, operative in a quality indicator of the present invention such as quality indicator 100 or 300. It is appreciated that electronic sensing circuitry 502 is representative of the functioning of highly simplified electronic sensing circuitry 102 presented in Figs. 1A - 4B.

Electronic sensing circuitry 502 preferably includes a power supply such as a battery 504 and preferably exhibits electronic switching functionality, here conceptually represented in the form of an electronic switch 505. It is appreciated that electronic switch 505 does not necessarily correspond to a physical switch present in circuitry 502, but rather represents switching functionality performed by circuitry 502.

Electronic sensing circuitry 502 further preferably includes an electronic sensing element 506 for controlling the switching functionality represented by switch 505 and a heat-generating element, here shown in the form of a heat-generating filament 508. Circuitry 502 also may include a mechanism for preventing the overheating thereof, here shown in the form of a fuse 509.

The operation of circuitry 502 will be exemplified henceforth with reference to Figs. 5A and 5B in the context of sensor 506 being a low-temperature sensor and circuitry 502 hence operating as electronic temperature sensing circuitry within a low-temperature exceedance quality indicator, such as quality indicator 100 or 300. It is appreciated, however, that sensor 506 may be any type of electronic sensor component or components for sensing exceedance of a predetermined threshold by a particular parameter to be monitored by a quality indicator of the present invention,
which parameter may be at least one of temperature, humidity, time above or below a
given temperature or temperature range, impact or other parameters.

Turning now to Fig. 5A, circuitry 502 is seen to be at a temperature \( T > \text{Threshold} \), where \text{Threshold} is a low-temperature threshold of a quality indicator with which

circuitry 502 is preferably associated. The state of circuitry 502 as represented in Fig.
5A thus corresponds to the state of quality indicator 100 in Figs. 1A and 1B and to the
state of quality indicator 300 in Figs. 3A and 3B. The temperature of circuitry 502 is
preferably sensed by low-temperature sensor 506. In this state, circuitry 502 prevents
current flow to filament 508, thus operating as an open circuit, as represented by the
open state of conceptual switch 505.

Upon the temperature falling to below \text{Threshold}, as shown in Fig. 5B,
circuitry 502 allows current to flow to filament 508, thus operating as a closed circuit,
as represented by the closed state of conceptual switch 505. This corresponds to the
state of quality indicator 100 in Figs. 2A and 2B and the state of quality indicator 300 in
Figs. 4A and 4B. Filament 508 heats up due to the flow of current therethrough, thereby
providing a low-temperature threshold exceedance output in the form of heat.
Overheating of filament 508 is preferably prevented by the presence of fuse 509. Fuse
509 is preferably configured to melt or otherwise form an open-circuit at a
predetermined current level and/or time, sufficient to allow a change in visual
appearance of the thermochromic material to occur prior thereto.

Reference is now made to Fig. 6, which is a circuit diagram showing
electronic components useful in a quality indicator of types shown in Figs. 1A - 4B. It
is appreciated that in contrast to Figs. 5A and 5B, which drawings are partially
conceptual diagrams primarily illustrating functionality of electronic circuitry 502, Fig.
6 illustrates a physical arrangement of electronic components found to be useful in a
quality indicator of the present invention.

As seen in Fig. 6, electronic sensing circuitry 602 may include a battery
604, a temperature sensor 606 and a fuse 607. In this embodiment, fuse 607 preferably
acts both as a heat-generating element and as a heat-regulating element for preventing
overheating, such that the need for two separate elements respectively individually

carrying out these functions is obviated.
Upon exceedance of a predetermined threshold temperature being sensed by temperature sensor 606, an electrical property of temperature sensor 606, such as resistance, may change, thereby allowing current to flow through circuitry 602. Fuse 607 is consequently heated and may subsequently melt or otherwise form an open circuit at a given current level. It is appreciated that circuitry 602 may also include other electrical components, generally designated by the reference number 610, to ensure optimum functioning thereof.

Reference is now made to Figs. 7A and 7B, which are simplified respective exploded and assembled view illustrations of a quality indicator constructed and operative in accordance with a further preferred embodiment of the present invention, showing a first state thereof.

As seen in Figs. 7A and 7B, there is provided a quality indicator 700, preferably operating as a visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter, which at least one parameter preferably includes at least one of temperature, time above or below a given temperature or temperature range, humidity and impact. Quality indicator 700 preferably includes electronic sensing circuitry 702 for sensing at least when the at least one parameter monitored by quality indicator 700 exceeds a predetermined threshold. Upon exceedance of a predetermined threshold by quality indicator 700, electronic sensing circuitry 702 preferably provides a threshold exceedance output sensible as heat. The heat output of electronic circuitry 702 preferably causes an alteration in the visual appearance of quality indicator 700, thereby providing a visual indication of quality indicator 700 having exceeded the predetermined threshold, as will be detailed henceforth.

Here, by way of example, electronic sensing circuitry 702 is shown to include a battery 704 electrically connected to at least one electronic sensing element, here embodied as an electronic sensor 706. Sensor 706 may be any type of electronic component or routed arrangement of electronic components for electronically sensing exceedance of a predetermined threshold by the at least one parameter monitored by quality indicator 700. By way of example, sensor 706 may be at least one of a heat sensor, time and temperature sensor, humidity sensor and impact sensor.

Sensing circuitry 702 further preferably includes a first heat-generating filament 708 and a second heat-generating filament 709, which filaments 708, 709 are
preferably respectively operative to provide outputs indicating exceedance of respective thresholds, as sensed by sensor circuitry 702, which outputs are sensible as heat. Battery 704, sensor 706 and filaments 708, 709 comprising circuitry 702 may be located on a supporting surface of quality indicator 700, such as a PCB layer 710. It is appreciated that circuitry 702 is shown in a highly simplified form in Fig. 7A and 7B and may include additional and/or alternative electronic components, as exemplified earlier with reference to Figs. 5A - 6.

It is a particular feature of this embodiment of the present invention that electronic sensing circuitry 702 is disabled and hence sensor 706 irresponsible to changes in the parameter sensed thereby, prior to the activation of quality label 700. Circuitry 702 may be activated by way of an actuator element, here embodied as an actuation pull strip 712. Actuation pull strip 712 may be embodied as a displaceable pull strip for actuating circuitry 702 upon removal thereof. By way of example, actuation pull strip 712 may be connected to battery 704, such that battery 704 is activated upon removal of pull strip 712.

Quality indicator 700 further preferably includes a heat-responsive visually sensible display 720, responsive to the threshold exceedance outputs of filaments 708 and 709 of circuitry 702. Heat-responsive visually sensible display 720 preferably employs a thermochromic material 722, such as a thermal paper 722 preferably located with respect to filaments 708 and 709 such that an appearance of thermal paper 722 is modified upon filament 708 and/or 709 becoming hot, following exceedance of the threshold. The change in appearance of thermal paper 722 thus provides a visually sensible indication of exceedance of a predetermined threshold by the at least one monitored parameter.

Here, by way of example, the change in appearance of thermochromic material 722 is preferably visible by way of a plurality of transparent windows 724 preferably formed in an exterior upper surface 726 of quality indicator 700. An appearance of transparent windows 724 is thereby preferably readable indicative of whether quality indicator 700 has exceeded a predetermined threshold, as will be detailed henceforth.

Quality indicator 700 is preferably generally of type described, inter alia, in U.S. Pat. No. 8,091,776 of the applicant, which is incorporated herein by reference.
Thus, heat-responsive visually sensible display 720 further preferably includes a multiplicity of barcodes 730 preferably formed on surface 726 such that plurality of transparent windows 724 are incorporated within multiplicity of barcodes 730.

Here, by way of example, plurality of barcodes 730 is shown to include a first barcode 732 lying in a first tier I and incorporating a first portion of a first transparent window 734; a second barcode 736 lying in a second tier II and including a second portion of the first transparent window 734, a first portion of a second transparent window 738 and a first portion of third transparent window 740; a third barcode 742 lying in a third tier III and incorporating a second portion of second transparent window 738 and a second portion of third transparent window 740; and a fourth barcode 744 lying in a fourth tier IV and incorporating a third and final portion of third transparent window 740. It is appreciated that first - third transparent windows 734, 738 and 740 are particularly preferred embodiments of plurality of transparent windows 724.

In the illustrated embodiment of quality indicator 700, there are preferably four operational states, namely a first operational state prior to activation of circuitry 702 in which first state a first one of multiplicity of barcodes 730 is machine-readable and the remaining ones of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are unreadable; a second operational state following activation of circuitry 702 and prior to exceedance of a first threshold by quality indicator 700, in which second state a second one of multiplicity of barcodes 730 is machine-readable and the remaining ones of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are unreadable; a third operational state following activation of circuitry 702 and upon exceedance of a first threshold by quality indicator 700, in which third state a third one of multiplicity of barcodes 730 is machine-readable and the remaining ones of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are unreadable and a fourth operational state following activation of circuitry 702 and upon exceedance of a second threshold, in which fourth state a fourth one of multiplicity of barcodes 730 is machine-readable and the remaining ones of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are unreadable.

The operation of quality indicator 700 and particularly the transition between the operational states thereof responsive to sensing of parameters monitored thereby will now be exemplified and further detailed with reference to Figs. 7A - 10B, with reference to which drawings quality indicator 700 is described as preferably
operating as a visually sensible indicator of temperature and of temperature for a given time. However, it is appreciated that the following description also applies to the operation of quality indicator 700 as a visually sensible indicator of parameters other than temperature and time above or below a given temperature or temperature range, such as humidity and/or impact, with appropriate modifications as will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art.

In the first operational state of quality indicator 700 illustrated in Figs. 7A and 7B, activation pull strip 712 has not been removed from quality indicator 700 and circuitry 702 is therefore inactive and irresponsible to changes in temperature. Thermal paper 722 is preferably located interfacing multiplicity of barcodes 730 and activation pull strip 712. Thermal paper 722 preferably extends along some but not all of an anterior portion of surface 726 such that first transparent window 734 is backed by activation pull strip 712 and second and third transparent windows 738 and 740 are backed by thermal paper 722 when quality indicator 700 is in an assembled state, as shown in Fig. 7B. Activation pull strip 712 is preferably black, such that transparent window 734 is backed by a black surface formed by activation pull strip 712. As seen most clearly in Fig. 7B, transparent window 734 thus appears to be black, thereby rendering first barcoded region 732 of which blackened transparent window 734 forms a part, to be in a machine-readable state.

Thermal paper 722 is preferably white, such that transparent windows 738 and 740 are backed by a white surface formed by thermal paper 722. As seen most clearly in Fig. 7B, transparent windows 738 and 740 thus appear to be white, thereby rendering second, third and fourth barcoded regions 736, 742 and 744 of which whitened transparent windows 738, 740 form a part to be unreadable.

It is understood that in the first operational state of quality indicator 700 a single barcode, namely barcode 732, is machine readable whereas all of the remaining barcodes of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are unreadable. The scanning of multiplicity of barcodes 730 by a conventional barcode scanner therefore may be used to confirm that quality indicator 700 has not yet been activated. It will be appreciated that this would be the case irrespective of the temperature of quality indicator 700, since in this first operational state circuitry 702 has not yet been switched on and is thus insensitive to changes in temperature.
Turning now to Figs. 8A and 8B, illustrating the second operational state of quality indicator 700, activation pull strip 712 is removed, thereby activating circuitry 702 and hence quality indicator 700. In this embodiment of quality indicator 700, electronic sensing circuitry 702 is preferably operative as electronic temperature sensing circuitry, for sensing when the temperature of quality indicator 700 lies within an acceptable temperature range, not less than a first predetermined low-temperature threshold $T_{\text{low threshold}}$ and not greater than a second predetermined high-temperature threshold $T_{\text{high threshold}}$. For this purpose, sensor 706 is a temperature sensor which sensor 106 may be set to any desired low-temperature threshold such as, by way of example, 2°C as well as to any desired high-temperature and time threshold such as, by way of example, 8°C for more than 12 hours.

Sensor 706 is preferably operative to prevent current flow through filaments 708, 709 at temperatures within the acceptable temperature range, to allow current flow through filament 708 at temperatures less than or equal to the low-temperature threshold and to allow current flow through filament 709 at temperatures greater than the high-temperature threshold for a given threshold period of time.

It is appreciated that although sensor 706 is illustrated herein as a single element, sensor 706 may alternatively be embodied as two or more individual sensors, individually respectively connected to first and second filaments 708 and 709 for control thereof.

In a further alternative embodiment of the present invention, second filament 709 may be obviated and sensor 706 may operate as a low-temperature sensor only, which sensor may be set to a given low-temperature threshold so as to control current flow to first filament 708. In this embodiment, exceedance of the high temperature threshold for a predetermined period of time by quality indicator 700 may be indicated by thermal paper 722 of display 720 independent of the output of circuitry 702, as will be further detailed henceforth with reference to Figs. 10A and 10B.

In the second operational state of quality indicator 700 illustrated in Figs. 8A and 8B, quality indicator 700 lies within an acceptable temperature range, for example between 2 and 8°C. In this state, current flow through electronic temperature sensor circuitry 702 is prevented by electronic sensor components 706, such that neither one of filaments 708 and 709 are heated. Thermal paper 722, located abutting filaments
708 and 709 and viewable through windows 738 and 740, is therefore not heated when quality indicator 700 is in this state and thus retains its original white appearance. Second and third transparent windows 738 and 740 thus remain white in this second operational state.

However, due to the removal of activation pull strip 712, first transparent window 734 is no longer backed by a black surface formed by activation pull strip 712 but rather by PCB layer 710, which PCB layer 710 is preferably white. First transparent window 734 therefore changes in appearance from black to white upon activation of quality indicator 700. As a result, first barcode 732 of which first transparent window 734 forms a part changes from the readable state shown in Fig. 7B to an unreadable state shown in Fig. 8B. Preferably simultaneously, second barcode 736 of which first transparent window 734 also forms a part changes from the unreadable state shown in Fig. 7B to a readable state shown in Fig. 8B.

It is understood that in the second operational state of quality indicator 700 a single barcode, namely second barcode 736 of tier II, is machine readable whereas all of the remaining barcodes of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are unreadable. Multiplicity of barcodes 730, including plurality of transparent windows 724 backed by thermal paper 722, therefore forms a heat-responsive visually sensible display, the scanning of which display by a conventional barcode scanner may be used to indicate that quality indicator 700 has been activated and lies within an acceptable temperature range.

Turning now to Figs. 9A and 9B, illustrating a third operational state of quality indicator 700, upon quality indicator 700 falling to a temperature below \( T_{\text{low}} \) threshold the exceedance of the low temperature threshold is preferably sensed by electric sensor circuitry 702, which circuitry 702 responsively allows current to flow to first filament 708. By way of example, the resistance of sensor 706 may change upon temperature \( T \) falling below \( T_{\text{low}} \) threshold, such that current is allowed to flow to first filament 708, thereby selectively heating first filament 708. It is a particular feature of a preferred embodiment of the present invention that the falling of indicator 700 to below a threshold temperature thereof is output in the form of heat, in this case, by way of the heating of filament 708.
Upon first filament 708 becoming heated, filament 708 in turn heats thermal paper 722, which thermal paper 722 preferably undergoes a change in visual appearance thereupon. By way of example, as seen most clearly in Fig. 9A, thermal paper 722 may darken in a first region 750 thereof, which region 750 is preferably immediately proximal to filament 708.

As best appreciated from consideration of Fig. 9A, second transparent window 738 of multiplicity of barcodes 730 is preferably backed by first region 750, such that second transparent window 738 changes in appearance from white to black upon region 750 darkening, as seen in Fig. 9B. The blackening of transparent window 738 does not affect first barcode 732 and fourth barcode 744, neither of which barcodes 732 and 744 second transparent window 738 forms a part. Both of first and fourth barcodes 732 and 744 therefore remain unreadable in this third operational state. However, second barcode 736 of which second transparent window 738 forms a part changes from the readable state shown in Fig. 8B to an unreadable state shown in Fig. 9B. Preferably simultaneously, third barcode 742 of which second transparent window 738 also forms a part changes from the unreadable state shown in Fig. 8B to a readable state shown in Fig. 9B.

It is understood that in the third operational state of quality indicator 700 a single barcode, namely third barcode 742, is machine readable whereas all of the remaining barcodes of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are unreadable. Multiplicity of barcodes 730, including plurality of transparent windows 724 backed by thermal paper 722, therefore forms a heat-responsive visually sensible display, the scanning of which by a conventional barcode scanner may be used to indicate that quality indicator 700 has been activated and has exceeded a low-temperature threshold.

Reference is now made to Figs. 10A and 10B illustrating the fourth operational state of quality indicator 700, in which fourth state quality indicator 700 rises to a temperature above $T_{\text{high threshold}}$ for longer than a given time, such as to above 8°C for more than 12 hours. In this state, the exceedance of the high temperature threshold for a given period of time is preferably sensed by electronic sensor circuitry 702, which circuitry 702 responsively allows current to flow to second filament 709, thereby heating second filament 709.
Upon second filament 709 becoming heated, filament 709 in turn heats
thermal paper 722, which thermal paper 722 preferably undergoes a change in visual
appearance thereupon. By way of example, as seen most clearly in Fig. 10A, thermal
paper 722 may darken in a second region 752 thereof, which second region 752 is
preferably immediately proximal to second filament 709.

It is appreciated that thermal paper 722 may alternatively darken due to
an increase in temperature of indicator 700, independent of an output of electronic
temperature sensing circuitry 702. In this case, second filament 709 may be obviated
and thermal paper 722 may darken in a non-localized manner upon indicator 700 rising
to above a given temperature.

As best appreciated from consideration of Fig. 10A, third transparent
window 740 of multiplicity of barcodes 730 is preferably backed by second region 752,
such that third transparent window 740 changes in appearance from white to black upon
the darkening of region 752 or of larger regions of thermal paper 722, as seen in Fig.
10B.

The blackening of transparent window 740 does not affect first barcode
732, which first barcode 732 therefore remains unreadable in this fourth operational
state. However, third barcode 742 of which third transparent window 740 forms a part
preferably changes from the readable state shown in Fig. 9B to an unreadable state
shown in Fig. 10B. Preferably simultaneously, fourth barcode 744 of which third
transparent window 740 also forms a part changes from the unreadable state shown in
Fig. 9B to a readable state shown in Fig. 10B. It is appreciated that third transparent
window 740 also forms a part of second barcode 736. Second barcode 736 preferably
remains unreadable, notwithstanding the coloring of third transparent window 740.

It is appreciated that the fourth operational state of quality indicator 700
illustrated in Figs. 10A and 10B corresponds to the case in which quality indicator 700
exceeds a high temperature threshold for a given period of time following exceedance
of a low temperature threshold, as illustrated in Figs. 9A and 9B. However, it will be
understood that an alternative scenario is also possible, in which quality indicator 700
may exceed a high temperature threshold for a given period of time without prior
exceedance of a low temperature threshold.
In the case that quality indicator 700 exceeds a high temperature threshold for a given period of time without prior exceedance of a low temperature threshold, region 752 of thermal paper 722 will darken due to the heating of filament 709 whereas region 750 of thermal paper 722 will remain blank. Third transparent window 740 backed by second region 752 of thermal paper 722 will therefore become opaque whereas second transparent window 738 will remain clear.

The coloring of third transparent window 740, which third transparent window 740 extends through second - fourth barcoded regions 736, 742 744, preferably causes fourth barcoded region 744 to change from an unreadable to a readable state, corresponding to the state of tier IV shown in Fig. 10B. Preferably simultaneously, the coloring of third transparent window 740 renders second and third barcode regions 736 and 742 unreadable, due to the coloring of a portion thereof. Additionally, first barcode 732 remains in an unreadable state.

It is understood that in the fourth operational state of quality indicator 700, upon exceedance of a high temperature threshold for a given period of time, a single barcode, namely fourth barcode 744 is machine readable whereas all of the remaining barcodes of multiplicity of barcodes 730 are preferably unreadable.

It is appreciated that this is the case irrespective of whether or not quality indicator 700 exceeded a low temperature threshold prior to the exceedance of the high temperature and time threshold, as illustrated in Fig. 10A and 10B. The readability of fourth barcode 744 is thus indicative of quality indicator 700 having exceeded a high temperature and time threshold, but is not indicative of whether quality indicator 700 also exceeded a low temperature threshold prior thereto.

The modification of thermal paper 722 upon heating thereof is preferably irreversible, such that first and second regions 750 and 752 continue to appear opaque following exceedance of predetermined temperature thresholds as sensed and indicated by circuitry 702, independent of the present conditions to which quality indicator is subject. As a result, the scanning of barcodes 730 of quality indicator 700 serves to provide a visually sensible indication of possible exposure of quality indicator 700 to unacceptable temperature conditions, irrespective of the present state of the quality indicator.
It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present invention is not limited by what has been particularly claimed hereinbelow. Rather, the scope of the invention includes various combinations and subcombinations of the features described hereinabove as well as modifications and variations thereof as would occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the foregoing description with reference to the drawings and which are not in the prior art.
CLAIMS

1. A visually sensible indicator of temperature comprising:
   electronic temperature sensing circuitry sensing at least when a temperature exceeds at least one predetermined temperature threshold and providing at least one corresponding threshold exceedance output which is sensible as heat; and
   a heat-responsive visually sensible display which is responsive to said at least one threshold exceedance output for providing at least one visually sensible indication indicating that said temperature has exceeded said predetermined temperature threshold.

2. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to claim 1 and wherein said visually sensible indication is machine readable.

3. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to claim 1 and wherein said visually sensible indication is human readable.

4. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to claim 2 and wherein said visually sensible indication is at least a part of a bar code.

5. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to claim 2 and wherein said visually sensible indication is rendering a bar code unreadable.

6. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to any of the preceding claims and wherein said exceedance of said predetermined temperature threshold is falling below a given temperature.

7. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to any of the preceding claims and wherein said exceedance of said predetermined temperature threshold is rising above a given temperature.

8. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to any of the preceding claims and wherein said exceedance of one of said at least one predetermined temperature threshold is falling below a given temperature and exceedance of another of
said at least one predetermined temperature threshold is rising above a given temperature.

9. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to claim 8 wherein rising above a given temperature is indicated by said heat-responsive visually sensible display independent of an output of said electronic temperature sensing circuitry.

10. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to any of the preceding claims and wherein said heat-responsive visually sensible display employs a thermochromic material.

11. A visually sensible indicator of temperature according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said electronic temperature sensing circuitry comprises a mechanism operative to prevent overheating thereof.

12. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter including at least one of temperature, time above or below a given temperature range, humidity and impact, said indicator comprising:

   - electronic sensing circuitry sensing at least when said at least one parameter exceeds a predetermined threshold and providing a threshold exceedance output which is sensible as heat; and
   - a heat-responsive visually sensible display which is responsive to said threshold exceedance output for providing a visually sensible indication indicating that said at least one parameter has exceeded said predetermined threshold.

13. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to claim 12 and wherein said visually sensible indication is machine readable.

14. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to claim 12 and wherein said visually sensible indication is human readable.
15. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to claim 13 and wherein said visually sensible indication is at least a part of a bar code.

16. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to claim 13 and wherein said visually sensible indication is rendering a bar code unreadable.

17. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to any of the preceding claims 12 - 16 and wherein said exceedance of said predetermined threshold is falling below a given temperature.

18. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to any of the preceding claims 12 - 17 and wherein said exceedance of said predetermined threshold is rising above a given temperature.

19. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to any of the preceding claims 12 - 18 and wherein said exceedance of one of said at least one predetermined threshold is falling below a given temperature and exceedance of another of said at least one predetermined threshold is rising above a given temperature.

20. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to claim 19 wherein rising above a given temperature is indicated by said heat-responsive visually sensible display independent of an output of said electronic at least one parameter sensing circuitry.

21. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to any of the preceding claims 12 - 20 and wherein said heat-responsive visually sensible display employs a thermochromic material.

22. A visually sensible indicator of at least one parameter according to any of the preceding claims 12 - 21, wherein said electronic sensing circuitry comprises a mechanism operative to prevent overheating thereof.
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